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OVERVIEW AND M OTIVATION

As the Tor network has grown since 2003 to almost 2000 volunteer relays, the anonymity that it can
provide has grown too. With a user base now numbering in the hundreds of thousands, however,
the performance of the network has suffered. We propose to measure the characteristics of Tor’s
network and usage, laying the foundation for evaluating its anonymity and improving performance.
Specifically, we will address three main components of this challenge. First, we will invent
new algorithms for collecting Tor network load and usage data safely. We will need new metrics
to assure we collect this data in a way that does not compromise users’ privacy while providing
useful research data. Second, we will collect and make available aggregated data about the live Tor
network and its usage over time, and design and deploy new tools to manipulate and understand this
data. Third, we will identify which measurements are necessary to support the wider performance
and anonymity research questions, do the measurements, and feed the results into the anonymity
community’s ongoing research projects.

1.1

A BOUT T OR

Tor is a network of virtual tunnels that allows people and groups to improve their privacy and security on the Internet. As a platform, Tor enables software developers to create new communication
tools with built-in privacy features. Tor provides the foundation for a range of applications that allow organizations and individuals to share information over public networks without compromising
their privacy.
Individuals use Tor to keep websites from tracking them and their family members, or to connect to news sites or instant messaging services when these are blocked by their local Internet
providers. Individuals also use Tor for socially sensitive communication: chat rooms and web
forums for rape and abuse survivors, or people with illnesses.
Journalists use Tor to communicate more safely with whistleblowers and dissidents. Nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) use Tor to allow their workers to connect to home websites
while they are abroad, without broadcasting to everybody nearby that they are working with a
possibly-sensitive organization.
Groups such as Indymedia recommend Tor for safeguarding their members’ online privacy
and security. Activist groups like the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) recommend Tor as a
mechanism for maintaining civil liberties online. Corporations use Tor as a safe way to conduct
competitive analysis, and to protect sensitive procurement patterns from eavesdroppers.
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A branch of the U.S. Navy uses Tor for open source intelligence gathering, and one of its teams
used Tor while deployed in the Middle East. Law enforcement uses Tor for visiting or surveilling
web sites without leaving government IP addresses in their web logs, and for security during sting
operations.
The variety of people who use Tor contributes to its security [1]. Tor hides users among other
users on the network, so a populous and diverse user base means better anonymity protections [6].

1.2

T OR MATTERS TO THE RESEARCH COMMUNITY

Just about every major security conference these days has a paper analyzing, attacking, or improving Tor. Examples just from 2008-2009 include Usenix Security [10, 25, 28], ACM CCS [9, 13, 20],
PETS [2, 3, 19, 22, 26], and others [11, 27]. While ten years ago the field of anonymous communications was mostly theoretical, with researchers speculating that a given design should or shouldn’t
work, Tor now provides an actual deployed testbed. Tor has become the gold standard for anonymous communications research for three main reasons:
First, Tor’s source code and specifications are open. Beyond its original design document [7],
Tor provides a clear and published set of RFC-style specifications [5] describing exactly how it
is built, why it made each design decision, and what security properties it aims to offer. The Tor
developers conduct design discussion in the open, on public development mailing lists, and the
public development proposal process [18] provides a clear path by which other researchers can
participate.
Second, Tor provides open APIs and maintains a set of tools to help researchers and developers
interact with the Tor software. The Tor software’s “control port” [4] lets controller programs view
and change configuration and status information, as well as influence path selection. We provide
easy instructions for setting up separate private Tor networks for testing. This modularity makes
Tor more accessible to researchers because they can run their own experiments using Tor without
needing to modify the Tor program itself.
Third, real users rely on Tor. Every day hundreds of thousands of people connect to the Tor
network and depend on it for the broad variety of security goals described in Section 1.1. In
addition to its emphasis on research and design, The Tor Project has developed a reputation as a
non-profit that fosters this community and puts its users first. This real-world relevance motivates
researchers to help make sure Tor provides provably good security properties.
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R ESEARCH PLAN

Because of its consistent work on research, development, usability, and advocacy, Tor has already
made a broad impact around the world. But the Tor network’s operation in practice has produced
emergent properties that require better understanding both for our developers and for other researchers. Through this project, we will position The Tor Project to provide the same level of
openness for measurement tools and results as we already provide with respect to openness of
source code and design decisions.
Along the way, we need to address hard theoretical questions about what data we must collect,
and how to safely collect and aggregate it. In this section we outline two categories of specific data
that we will analyze: directory and network data, and data about client and network performance.
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Figure 1: Number and bandwidth capacity of Tor relays from February 2006 to today
Research Activity 1: Directory and network data. The Tor network is an overlay network of
volunteers running Tor relays that relay TCP streams for Tor clients. The client learns which relays
it can use by fetching a signed network summary from the directory authorities. Specifically, each
relay publishes a self-signed descriptor summarizing its address, bandwidth capacity, public keys,
and other properties, and the authorities announce these descriptors along with opinions on whether
each relay is considered reliable, fast, and so on.
The Tor Project has collected and archived these relay lists, descriptors, and directory authority
opinions since mid-2004. As of June 2009, the directory archives have accumulated to a size of
23 GiB with an additional 1 GiB being added every month. We have recently started to analyze
these archives to learn more statistics about the Tor network. As one example, Figure 1 shows the
development of the number of relays and the bandwidth capacity of relays in the Tor network. The
network grows to 1,500 relays through the end of 2007, drops throughout 2008 to 1,200 relays, and
rises to 1,800 relays in June 2009. In the same time, the bandwidth capacity has grown more or
less by the same percentage to a total capacity of almost 500 MiB/s.
Other results from evaluating directory information [15] show trends and reveal problems in the
current Tor network that need to be addressed: clients use the directory authority opinions to make
path selection decisions and to load balance better over the network, but the authorities are tuned
poorly and are giving out opinions that lead to inefficient use of network resources; we need to
work harder at getting relays to upgrade, since we still have many relays running old and possibly
vulnerable Tor versions; we need better support for relays with dynamic IP addresses, to make these
relays available to clients more quickly; we need to calculate bandwidth capacities more accurately
and more reliably; and we need to better understand why we gain or lose relays (the drop in 2008
came from losing relays in Germany, perhaps from concern about their new data retention laws;
whereas the spike in mid 2009 comes mostly from U.S. relays wanting to help activists in Iran).
The analysis of archived directory information also provides information about churn in the Tor
network, giving us more accuracy when we simulate the effect of design changes [16].
One of the future challenges, besides analyzing the directory information more, is to make
these data available to other researchers. Right now, researchers must collect directory information
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themselves and then write their own parsers and evaluation tools. The Tor Project has recently
made all the directory archives from 2004 to today publicly available at http://archive.
torproject.org/. Alongside that project we will develop and make available tools to extract
useful information from the directory archives. One valuable product of this process is that we will
allow other researchers who are only indirectly working on metrics about the Tor network to make
correct assumptions for their research.
Research Activity 2: Performance data. Connections over Tor exhibit high latency – and worse,
high variance – which discourages the average user from routing traffic over Tor. In particular, the
latency is higher than can be explained as the effect of redirecting traffic over three relays around
the world plus the overhead of transferring bytes and performing cryptographic operations. Our
initial investigations show that the problems come from congestion and queuing inside the relays.
Tor clients build circuits through three relays, and send traffic over the circuits in fixed-size
cells, which are buffered at each relay until there is space in the relay’s outgoing buffer. Relays
use a token bucket for rate limiting, and refill the bucket once a second. Now that the Tor network
is overloaded, these buffers often have more than one second’s worth of cells in them, so the new
behavior has turned into “send a burst of cells at the beginning of each second, and then send
nothing until the next second.” The effect of this design can be seen in Figure 2. The three lines
show kernel density estimates of extension times to the first, second, and third hop of a circuit. All
three lines exhibit an unusual accumulation of extension times at full seconds. For the first hop,
there are only small bumps at 1 and 2 seconds, but for the second and third hop, these peaks become
clearly visible at 2, 3, and 4 seconds. We suspect that the times that cells spend in queues until they
are forwarded to the next hop are responsible for these peaks.
The same delays when extending existing circuits have turned out to be the number one reason
why Tor hidden services are slow [12, 16, 17]. Tor hidden services allow users to offer low-latency
services pseudonymously by interconnecting two Tor circuits on a common rendezvous point, thus
protecting the locations of both client and server. While Tor circuits in normal operation can be
built preemptively, so the delay for circuit construction doesn’t impact the latency of page loads,
hidden service circuits need to be extended on demand. Thus circuit extension delays introduce
significant delays for hidden service page loads.
Similar to circuit creation and hidden services, delays due to congestion very likely affect transfer times of user data, too. We have started to analyze residence times of cells in circuit queues to
obtain a general idea of how much time cells spend inside the network [14]. It also appears that
this time is highly dependent on the loudness of a circuit, i.e. how many cells it has sent recently.
It might be that the current round-robin scheduling algorithm that is applied to all circuit queues of
a relay is not optimal: file-sharing traffic and other bulk transfer is taking much more than its fair
share. Gathering further knowledge about the timing of cell processing is essential for designing
and deploying improved scheduling algorithms.
Cell processing delays are only one reason for Tor’s performance problems. We have identified five additional categories of reasons why the Tor network is slow, and sketched solutions for
them [8]: some users put too much traffic onto the network relative to the amount they contribute,
so we need to work on ways to limit the effects of those users and/or provide priority to the other
users; further, an incentive system to prioritize users who contribute bandwidth might be worth
considering [2, 23]; Tor’s current path selection algorithms do not distribute load correctly over
the network, so some relays are overloaded and others are under-utilized [22, 24]; clients should
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Figure 2: Kernel density estimates of extension times to first, second, and third hop in a Tor circuit
better handle variable latency and connection failures by dynamically adapting to changing network quality; and finally, low-bandwidth users spend too much bandwidth downloading directory
information [12]. This project will find and analyze data to support (or refute) these theories.
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M ANAGEMENT P LAN

The Principal Investigator for this two-year $300k project will be Roger Dingledine. Roger was
the original developer for Tor, an original designer along with Nick Mathewson and Paul Syverson,
and has been Project Leader for The Tor Project since its inception.
The bulk of the work on the project will be done by Roger Dingledine, Karsten Loesing, and
Steven Murdoch, with help from other Tor staff. Karsten and Steven are the two core research staff
working on Tor. Karsten wrote his doctoral thesis [16] studying Tor hidden services, including evaluating performance problems and designing improvements. Steven wrote his doctoral thesis [21]
on anonymous communication, including a wide variety of attack papers on Tor.
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I NTELLECTUAL MERIT AND BROADER IMPACT

A growing number of research groups are looking at Tor performance as a hot research topic, and
we want to be ready to supply them with accurate and insightful assessments of usage in the deployed network. At the same time, The Tor Project has a variety of sponsors, such as Voice of
America and other government agencies, who want to see performance improve. Once we understand why Tor is slow and how to fix it, other sponsors will fund us to deploy the improvements.
Rigorous and well-grounded answers to the questions we raise in this proposal will be instrumental
in making sure that our future work addresses the right problems.
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